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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to find out the number of
geographical concepts contained in fifteen second grade basal
reading books.
The word concept has been identified as a word, a conno-
tation, a cluster of ideas, or as the significant association
which groups itself around some central idea.
Social study concepts can be identified as those which
1/
point directly toweird human relationships.
The writer of this thesis has grouped the concepts into
the following categories:
1. Place Concepts
E.g., country, city, state, world, etc.
2. Climate Concepts
E.g., air, cold, rain, wind, snow, etc.
3. Time Concepts
E.g., morning, noon, night, year, etc.
4. Man-made Features
E.g., canal, railroad, street, tunnel, road, etc.
5. Size and Direction Concepts
E.g., miles, part. South, West, etc.
1/Edgar B. Wesley, and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social Studies
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E.g., bay, beach, creek, ground, ocean, etc.
In tabulating the content of each book, the words with
social significance were counted only once even though a word
was mentioned more than once in the book.
Wesley says that children would have little difficulty in
building rich and meaningful geographical concepts, if, in
developing them the teacher would keep in mind the following
principles:
1. The word should be an identification of an experience.
The child must be able to identify some experience
with the word, or there is really little use to try
to develop its meaning.
2. The word should always be used, before defining or
explaining it. Always use the word in context. Don’t
ever present the child with a list of words which
has no apparent meaning to him.
3. Each word should be developed in ascending levels of
difficulty or widening areas of inclusiveness.
^
The teaching of a concept should never be mechanical. The
process of learning is gradual and prolonged, and the acquisi-
tion of a new concept is a milestone on the march toward social
understanding. Like the teaching of all significant materials,
this process requires time and skill.
The chief aim of social studies instruction is to
build citizens through improving the quality of the
children’s social concepts. The kind of social concepts
acquired by the child will determine whether he will be
more loving than suspicious, more cooperative than bel-
ligerent, more world-minded than provincial, and it will
determine the degree to which he will be openminded or
2/Op. crt
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CHAPTER II
REVIEV/ OE THE LITERATURE
In carrying on research to indicate what has been done in
the analysis of second grade reading books for geographical
content, the writer found that no previous study has been made
on the second grade level, although one was done on the third
1/
grade level, by Beth LaFluer.
LaFluer analyzed ten of the most currently used third
grade basal readers to determine the geographical content. She
listed the names of the places appearing in the greatest numbers
of stories, and noted the type of reference mentioned in the
greatest number of stories. The information she collected was
presented in two tables, showing the kinds and number of geo-
graphical references. In tabulating the geographical content
of each book, countries, continents, states, cities, mountains,
oceans, islands, rivers, and sections were counted. These were
listed only once, even though the place was mentioned several
times in the particular book.
The books were published between 1940 and 1948. There was
not much variation in geographical content appearing in any of
ten books analyzed. By tabulation, the books showed a range
l/Beth LaFluer, ”An Analysis of Tea Third-Grade Basal Readers
for Geographical Content /* (Unpublished Master *3 Thesis. Boston
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of from 75 to 35 different words, and there was a total of
548 geographical words used at least once in all of the basal
readers. This was an average of 55 words in each book.
The words "cities” and "river” were mentioned in all ten
books. Four of the ten books spoke of "continents.” Africa
was the continent mentioned most often in each of the books.
There were twenty-three different countries mentioned in these
particular books, China being the most often alluded to, and
America falling into second place. The names of thirty differ-
ent cities and towns were referred to in the ten books. New
York City appearing in five of them. In only one of the books
was there no mention of either a city or a town.
Ten rivers were referred to in the books, and the Missis-
sippi River was mentioned in two of the readers. Out of the
seventeen different sections or regions referred to in the ten
readers, the South was the section mentioned most often. It
appeared in six of the ten books. The names of nine different
states were spoken of in the ten books, with California and
Texas being mentioned in three of them. In the ten books, the
names of six different mountains were mentioned, the Rocky
Mountains being referred to in two of them.
In total, the references which appeared in the most books
were Africa, China, New York City, Mississippi River, the
South, California, Texas, and the Rocky Mountains.
LaFluer’s study shows that there is material in the basal
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readers which could be and should be correlated with the Social
Studies, It is valuable to know the geographic content of
basal readers.
LaFluer felt that if children are to read with understand-
ing, they must be absolutely able to orient themselves as they
read. They must be able to form mental pictures which mean
something to them. The teacher, by making use of the children
experiences, should build a background of meaning which will
help the child to read with complete understanding and pleasure,
LaFluer concluded that the foundation for teaching children to
think and to see geographically should be laid in the primary
grades. She urges teachers to give their pupils a background
of concepts which give concrete meanings to the stories read,
A clear, concise definition of this all-inclusive term
concept
.
is stated in a journal of the Board of Education of
the City of New York. It reads.
One of the first steps in this study is to discover
the meaning of concepts. Concepts are the means by which
we interpret present experiences. They represent the
generalized meanings that we have acquired from our ex-
periences, and are the basis for our interpretations of
present events or situations.^
A number of facts may be combined to produce a concept.
There is a belief that a concept is a generalization consisting
of many facts, and it is this definition that seems to fit this
study,
_2/Board of Education of the City of New York, **Science is
Everyday Living ,” New York, 1947.
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Perhaps only a few facts pertaining to each concept may
he mastered at the second grade level but a foundation is laid
from which each individual can grow in geographical knowledge*
A similar idea is mirrored in the following excerpt:
Although a conception is never mastered in any
final sense, still it can become a part of the whole
learning process, entering into and directing it even
in the primary grades *2/
Hence the desirability of analyzing primary level readers
for geographical concepts. At what better age, than that of
a second grader, would it be advisable to begin an understand-
ing of the world? Without an adequate background to appreciate
the material of the printed page, the child will receive little
or no meaning, or at best, a misconception.
The study of geography should be a gradual and con-
tinuous process, starting in the primary grades and con-
tinuing through elementary and high school levels.
Geography in the primary grades will provide sound,
basic, concepts for further study of the subject./^/
Teachers should have in mind the concepts the pupils are
to learn in the primary grades. The teachers should then in-
troduce these concepts and review and enlarge upon them through
out the first three grades. ”The successful study for inter-
mediate grade geography depends largely upon a systematic and
1/
well organized program in the primary level.”
3/Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary School Teacher
.
5inn & Company, Boston, 1947 i p. 10.
4/Thomas Frank Barton, "Geographical Instruction in the Primary
Level," The Journal of Geography . 47:99, March 1948.
5/lbld ., p. 94.
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Globes and maps should be used in the primary level,
”No classroom in geography should be without a globe. The
k/
larger the better,” Words and pictures will help the child
to complete and enrich his experiences, but only maps will en-
able him to understand the relation of one place to another.
The child must have the concept that is expressed
by a map symbol or the symbol will be meaningless. For
example; for an inland child, the blue showing the ocean
on a map is meaningless until he begins to develop some
concepts of oceans.2/
Pictures also play an important part in the teaching of
geography, and seem to offer a number of values that textbooks
do not provide.
Pictures help to develop the ability to visualize
the ideas and concepts expressed in the reading. They
clarify ideas, correct wrong impressions, provoke dis-
cussion, and reinforce field study
The pictures used at the primary level should be very
simple, showing a simple item and its details, rather than a
broad view of the situation.
Another important instrument in the teaching of geography
that is coming to be used more and more is the showing of
films.
They help the teacher convey to beginners in the
study of world geography a clear idea of some of the
widely differing types of physical environment to be
i^Erwin Raise, "Globes,” 19th Yearbook of the National Council
for the Social Studies , 1949, p. 116.
^Katherine Thomas Whittemore
,
"Maps , ” 19th Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies
. 1949, p* 121,
5/M, Melvina. "Still Pictures «” 19th Yearbook of the National
Coimcll for the Social Studies, 1949, p* 129*
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9found in the various regions and locations of the world
.£/
These visual aids help the child greatly to realize that they
are not studying about imaginary people, but real live people
who are basically the same as they.
By the use of these tools and if properly taught,
primary geography helps the child to understand his
community environment, and leads him to an appreciation
of the usefulness of natural phenomena . 10/
Geography has tended to become more and more con-
cerned with the problems that man faces as he tries to
establish himself in various parts of the world and to
live at peace with other men. 11/
One of the most fundamental and important aspects of
studying geography is the ability to gain accurate concepts.
Teachers can help the children to gain these proper concepts
by demonstrating the proper use of reading materials in geo-
graphic instruction.
Critical examination of basic and supplementary
readers used in primary grades reveals that as the
general reading vocabulary is developed, children gain
concepts of many natural and cultural features and con-
dition.l2/
In these basic reading books, we find stories about farm
and city life, about ships, trains and planes, about useful
Borden Mace, and Fred E, Dohrs, "Motion Pictures," 19th
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies. 1949.
pTl^T.
1C/Thomas Frank Barton, "Geographical Instruction in the Pri-
mary Level," Journal of Geography
.
47i99-lCG, March 1948.
ll/Preston E. James, "l)ifferences From Place To Place," 19th
\ Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies .
1949, p. 2^.
12/Edna E. Eisen, "Reading Materials," 19th Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies. 1948, p. 93.
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plants and animals, about the sun and rain, about games and
holidays, and about many other things.
If the children have good teaching in the primary grades
they will acquire a working vocabulary. Thus, the number of
new terms they may meet in geography work is not nearly as
great as supposed. Concept difficulties could be greatly de-
creased if the new words were introduced gradually as they
are needed.
It is not merely knowing the meaning of isolated
words which are needed to develop understandings, that
constitute reading in geography; it is getting the
gist of the reading matter, ’’The Big Idea. ”13/
For example, if a ’’rolling river” is characteristic of the
words being studied, a good text will provide a picture to be
used to develop the concept, which in itself is not difficult.
All books at a primary level should be written so that,
with correct instruction, teachers may develop one complete
idea instead of a mass of isolated concepts.
Social studies classes are being used more and more for
the purpose of improving human relationships. Teachers are
beginning to recognize that social studies classes can be an
ihtercultural education class, and that they can help to im-
prove our democratic way of life.
In a world made constantly narrow by mechanical
progress, geographical illiteracy is a species of
blindness. 14/
i3/Ibid .. p.
14/5^« Stiles. ’’Why Not Teach Geography?” Harper’s . 186:626-32,
May 1943.
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Evidence supports the observation that many children
enter the elementary classroom without clearly defined
prejudices against other groups, but that they form preju-
dices early. Consequently, teachers are beginning to
favor teaching inter-group education at a very early stage
in the child’s school career. The purpose is to develop
good human relationship and to meet prejudice before it
actually materializes. 15/
This idea of prejudice is really an important one and the
teacher can prove to be very helpful with the forming of the
child’s ideas and thoughts toward the inter-relationship exist-
ing between human beings.
Geography performs the service of developing S3n3ipa-
thetic understanding among individuals and groups of dif-
ferent types, and an appreciation of the interdependence
existing among them. Prejudices grow out of ignorance
and hostilities are best removed by understanding .16/
Usually when the child reaches the second grade, he begins
to read for himself such matter as comic books and other various
types of literature. If his interests, as they evidence them-
selves, are cared for by the parents, he will be able to absorb
a tremendous amount of information at home. Some children at
this age will even go through many magazines looking at the
pictures, thus learning to recognize many new things.
In this way they learn new things voluntarily. They
become interested in new matters, they master new words
for their vocabulary and they become more accustomed to
using effectively a varied vocabulary of both good and
bad words. 17/
15/Stanley E. Dimond. ’’Practices in Social Studies Courses,"
National Social Studies . 1945i p. 116.
l6/Edgar Dawson. Teaching the Social Studies
.
Macmillan Company
New York, 1935), p. 21^.
17/lohn Minor Gwynn, Curriculum Principles and Social Trends
.
"(Revised), Macmillan Company, New York, 1943), p. 268-69 .
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In the thesis ”An Analysis of Third Grade Basal Readers
for Geographical Content,” by Beth LaPluer, 1950, the writer
analyzed ten third grade basal readers for geographical con-
tent published between the years of nineteen hundred forty
and nineteen hundred fifty. The study was made to determine
whether the amount of geographical content was increasing or
decreasing. The writer then compared her study with an article
published in 1938 called "Geographical Material in the Third
Grade Readers," by Mary Meighen and Edith Barth. LeFluer found
in her study that about the same amount of material appeared
in the boohs of the earlier copyright dates as appeared in the
later published books.
The writer of the present study thought it would be in-
teresting to compare the third grade readers analyzed in the
LaFluer study, with currently used second grade basal readers,
to discover if the geographical content is at all comparable.
After making a list of the most current basal readers to
be used in this study, the books were obtained through the
services of several publishing companies and local educational
libraries.
Fifteen second-grade basal readers were analyzed. In
those series where more than one level of the text is used.
I III
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2nd reader - 1st level
2nd reader - 2nd level
2nd reader - 1st level
all levels were analyzed, making a total of fifteen basal
readers. The texts used were the following:
1. Allyn & Bacon *49 2nd reader
"Faces and Places'* - Quinlan
2. American Book Company *49
'*Down Singing Road" - Betts
3. American Book Company *49
"Over a City Bridge" - Betts
4* Ginn & Company *48
"We Are Neighbors" - Ousley & Russell
5, Ginn & Company *48 2nd reader - 2nd level
"Around The Corner" - Ousley & Russell
6, Heath & Company *42 one level
"Lost and Found" - Palmer
7, Laidlaw Brothers *40
Laidlaw Basic Readers
8, Lyons & Carnahan *49
"Down Our Way" - Guy L. Bond
9, Lyons & Carnahan *49
"Just For Fun" - Guy L. Bond
10. Macmillan Company *45
"We Grow Up" - Gates, Huber, Peardon
11. Row-Peterson '49 2nd reader
"Friendly Village" (Alice Sc, Jerry) - 0* Donnell and Carey
12. Scott-Foresman *49 2nd reader - 1st level
"Friends and Neighbors" - Gray and Arbuthnot
one level
2nd reader - 1st level
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13. Scott-Foresman *49 2nd reader - 2nd level
**llore Friends and Neighbors** - Gray and Arbuthnot
14. Winston *47 2nd reader - 1st level
**Along The Way** - Hildreth
15. Winston *47 2nd reader - 2nd level
**The Story Road** - Hildreth
In this study geographical concepts are limited to that
phase of geography which is the study of the natural environ-
ment and its life, especially the treatment of the exterior
physical features and change of the earth in land, water, and
air.





V, Size and Direction Concepts
VI, Physical Features
Each book, was analyzed word by word. Any word that the
writer thought had geographical meaning was written down.
When one book was finished, the words were placed under the
corresponding categories. Then these words in the categories
were arranged alphabetically. In tabulating, each word was
counted only once even though it appeared more than once.
To give a picture of the type of material that the writer
I6 7el £>ny - biiS
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took her concepts from, the following illustrations are given.
The excerpts are taken directly from the basal readers used
in the actual analysis of material.
The children saw such interesting things from the
train window that day, — cities, towns, cars, birds,
trees. They saw some horses and cows in green fields.
They saw men, women, and children busy at work and play.
They saw farmers plowing the fields. Some were
plowing with horses and some were plowing with machines.
Some of the ground was black, some was brown and








Soon they came to a brook.
"Look,” called the hen. "See the corn on the other
side of the brook."
The duck jumped into the water and was soon on the
other side of the brook.
The hen called, "That is my corn. I saw it first.





.l/Myrtle Quinlan, Faces and Places
.
Allyn and Bacon, Boston,
1949, p. 52.
^Ousley and Russell, We Are Neighbors . Ginn and Company,
ft)ston, 1948, p. 113»
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Soon Johnny could hear a noise. It was a far off
drumming song. Millions of raindrops were pattering down.
Pattering on the leaves of the trees. Pattering on the
thirsty ground. Tiny raindrops pattering on everything.
Prom the porch, Johnny looked out at the treetops in the
valley. The ones nearby stood hot and still and dusty.











The March days went by. The winds got warmer. The
sky was clear and blue. There was no snow left on the
ground.
The ground took on a new green color. It was the
light green of new grass. Birds were singing. Spring
has come at last.
In the stores there were other signs of early spring.
There were all kinds of garden seeds. Near the seeds










X^Yoakam, Veverka and Abney, The Laidlaw Basic Reader . Laidlaw
Brothers, Inc., New York, 1940, pp. 15^-157.
/^/Emmett A. Betts, and Carolyn M, Welch, Over A City Bridge
.
American Book Company, New York, 1948, p. l6l.
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Everywhere Dick looked, he could see nothing hut
trees, trees, trees.
Mr. Jones gave Dick the glasses. They made far off
things seen very, very near.
These glasses helped Mr. Jones protect the forest.
When a careless camper leaves his fire burning, he must
find it and put it out. Many times a day he looks out









Long, long ago, a river lived in a warm green land.
The river ran down from the hills, over the rocks, and
through the fields. It heard birds singing and the wind
talking to the pine trees.
But it was not a happy river.
^The rocks that stand in my way are too big,” said
the river.
”I must turn this way and that way to get around them.
It will take me many, many years to wear them down.”
And so things went for a long time. The river ran
through the warm green land. But it was not a happy river
in the days of long ago.^
^John M. Harris, Making Visits , Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1939, pp. 29-30.
^Emmett A, Betts, and Carolyn M. Welch, Down Singing River
.
Snerican Book Company, New York, p. 60.
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The geographical data secured from the analysis of the
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
For this analysis fifteen second grade basal readers were
studied for geographical content. Each book has been given a
different letter from A to 0. These letters are used as sym-
bols for the books in the following tables.
The fifteen second grade basal readers analyzed according
to the date of publication from the earliest to the latest are:
A. Toakam, Gerald, Kathleen Hester and Louise Abney.
Laidlaw Basic Readers . Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., New
York, 1940.
B. Palmer, Lost and Foxmd . D. C. Heath and Company,
Boston, 1942.
C. Gates, Arthur I., Miriam B. Huber, Celeste C. Peardon
and Frank S. Salisbury, We Grow Up . The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1945*
D. Hildreth, Gertrude, Allie Lou Felton, Mabel J.
Henderson and Alice Meighen, Along The Yvay . John C.
Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1947.
E. Hildreth, Gertrude, Allie Lou Felton, Mabel J.
Henderson and Alice Meighen, The Story Road . John C.
Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1947.
F. Russell, David R, and Oualey, We Are Neighbors .
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1948.
G. Russell, David R. and Ousley, Around The Corner .
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1948.
H. O’Donnell, Mabel and Alice Carey, Friendly Village ,
Row, Peterson and Company, New York, 1949*
I. Q,uinlan, Myrtle Banks, Faces and Places . Allyn and
Bacon Company, Boston, 1949.
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J. Bond, Guy L.
,
Down Our Way « Lyons and Carnahan
Company, New York, 1949.
K. Bond, Guy L., Just For Fun ^ Lyons and Carnahan
Company, New York, 1949.
L. Betts, Emmett A, and Carolyn M. Welch, Down Singing
Road
, American Book Company, New York, 1949.
M. Betts, Emmett A. and Carolyn M, Welch, Over A City
Bridge
,
American Book Company, New York, 1949.
N. Gray, William S. and May Hill Arbuthnot, Friends
and Neighbors , Scott, Foresman and Company, New
York, 1949.
O. Gray, William S, and May Hill Arbuthnot, More Friends
and Neighbors , Scott, Foresman and Company, New
York, 1949.
All of the textbooks were published between 1940 and 1949:
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PLACE CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN FIFTEEN SECOND GRADE BASAL readers




bottom X X 2
city X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
corner X X X X X X X 7
country X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
downhill X 1
downtown X 1
earth X X 2
edge X X X 3
end X X 2
field X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
gate X X X X X 5
jungle X X 2
meadow X X 2
middle X 1
pasture X X 2
range X X 2
side X X X X X X X X X X 10
sky X X X X X X X 7
top X X X X X X X X X 9
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PLACE CONCEPTS IIENTIONED IN FIFTEEN SECOND GRADE BASAL READERS




village X X X X 4
world X X X 3
woods X X XXX X X X X X X XXX X 13
In Table I the names of twenty-five geographical concepts
appear in the books listed. All the books had place concepts
in them. The words field and woods appear in all of the fifteen
books. The word country appears in thirteen of the books and
city and town appear in twelve of them. The concepts mentioned
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PLACE CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN EACH OF THE FIFTEEN BOOKS STUDIED
Date Book No. of Place Concepts
1940 Laidlaw Basic Readers 10
1942 Lost and Found 11
1945 We Grow Up 9
1947 Along The Way 5
1947 The Story Road 9
1948 We Are Neighbors
1
10
1948 Around The Corner 10
1949 Friendly Village 15
1949 Faces and Places 10
i
1949 Down Our Way 6
1949 Just For Fun 8 i
1
1949 Down Singing Road 7
1949 Over A City Bridge 10
1949 Friends and Neighbors
i
7
1949 More Friends and Neighbors 10 1
1
1
Table II shows the number of different place concepts ap-
pearing in each of the fifteen books studied. One of the books
mentioned fifteen different concepts, while one mentioned
eleven and six mentioned ten. The least number mentioned in
any one book was five.
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CLIMATE CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN THE SECOND GRADE BASAL READERS
V
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No. of
Books
summer X X X X X X X X X 9
summertime X 1
sun X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
sunlight X X X X 4
sunshine X 1
weather X X 2
wet X X X 3
wind X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
sundown X X 2
warm X X X 3
winter X X X X X X X X X X X X 11
In Table III the names of thirty climate concepts appear
in the books listed. All the books have some climate concepts.
The words snow and sun were listed in fourteen out of the fif-
teen books. The words cold and rain were listed in thirteen of
the books listed. The words wind and winter came next being
mentioned twelve and eleven times. The words being mentioned
the least number of times are blizzard , dipper , raindrops
showers , summertime . sunshine . weather , and dry .
(uicruoiioo) in LJSi-.?
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TABLE rV
CLIMATE CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN EACH OF THE FIFTEEN BOOKS STUDIED
Date Book No, of Climate Conceptls
1940 Laidlaw Basic Readers 17
1942 Lost and Found 12
1945 We Grow Up 14
1947 Along The Way 9
1947 The Story Road 13
1948 We Are Neighbors 7
1948 Around The Corner 12
1948 Friendly Village 10
1949 Faces and Places 9
1949 Down Our Way 7
1949 Just For Fun 9
1949 Down Singing Road 8
1949 Over A City Bridge 15
1949 Friends and Neighbors 8
1949 More Friends and Neighbors 11
In Table IV there is listed the number of different '
I'
!i




book has at least seven different climate concepts. One of the
||
i'
books mentions seventeen different ones. Fifteen, fourteen,
j
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TABLE V
TBffi CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN THE SECOND GRADE BASAL READERS
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No. of
Books
afternoon X X X X 4
Christmas X 1
day X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
daylight X 1
early X X X X 4
evening X X X X 4
March X 1
morning X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
night X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
noon X X X 3
once X X X 3
Saturday X 1
soon X X 2
today X X X 3
tomorrow X X X X X X X X X X 10
tonight X X X X 4
week X X X X X X 6
year X X X X X X 6
yesterday X 1
Table V tells the number of time concepts which appear in
the books. There are nineteen of them, with night and morning
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being mentioned in all fifteen books studied,
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TIME CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN THE SECOND GRADE BASAL READERS
Date Book No. of Time Concepts
1940 Laidlaw Basic Readers 6
1942 Lost and Found 5
1945 We Grow Up 6
1947 Along The Way 5
1947 The Story Road 7
1948 We Are Neighbors 3
1948 Around The Corner 4
1948 Friendly Village 8
1949 Faces and Places 7
1949 Down Our Way 5
1949 Just For Fun 7
1949 Down Singing Road 8
1949 Over A City Bridge 11
1949 Friends and Neighbors 8
1949 More Friends and Neighbors 7
The number of time concepts mentioned in each of the fif-
teen books studied is shown in Table VI. There are eleven dif
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SIZE AND DIRECTION CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN THE SECOND GRADE BASAL
READERS
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
No. of
0 Books
East X X 2
globe X 1
lot X 1
map X X 2
miles X X X X X 5
North X X X 3
part X X 2
patch X X 2
South X X X X 4
West X X X X 4
Table VII shows the number of size and direction concepts
mentioned in the fifteen books studied. The word miles is
mentioned in five, and South and West in four of the books.
The least mentioned concept is globe and lot , appearing only
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CONCEPTS LIENTIONED IN EACH OF THE FIFTEEN BOOKS STUDIED
Date Book No. of Size Concepts
1940 Laidlaw Basic Readers 3
1942 Lost and Found 0
1945 We Grow Up 4
1947 Along The Way 0
1947 The Story Road 0
1948 We Are Neighbors 0
1948 Around The Corner 1
1948 Friendly Village 7
1949 Faces and Places 3
1949 Down Our Way 0
1949 Just For Fun 4
1949 Down Singing Road
1
1
1949 Over A City Bridge 7
1949 Friends and Neighbors 0
1949 More Friends and Neighbors 0
1
J
Table VIII lists the number of different size and diredtioij
concepts which appear in the fifteen books studied. Two of the i
books speak of seven different concepts. One mentions six and
j
one five. Seven of the books studied had no size concepts. !
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TABLE IX
32
MAN-MADE FEATURE CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN THE SECOND GRADE BASAL
READERS
ABC No. ofDEFGHIJKLMNO Books
barn X X X X X X X X
bridge X X X X X X
cornfields X
farm X X X X X X X X X X
garden X X X X X X X X X X X X
harbor X
highway X
park X X X X X X X X
path X X
railroad X X X X X X X
road X X X X X X X X X X X X
sidewalk X X X X X X
street X X X X X X X X X X X X
subway X
track X X X X
trail X
tunnel X X



















In Table IX there is listed the names of eighteen man-made
feature concepts which appear in the books studied. Garden ,
road
,
and street are mentioned in twelve of the books. Farm is
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mentioned in ten, and tarn and park in eight. The least men-
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1940 Laidlaw Basic Readers 6
1942 Lost and Found 1
1945 We Grow Up 8
1947 Along The V/ay 5
1947 The Story Road 6
1948 We Are Neighbors 8
1948 Around The Corner 9
1948 Friendly Village 7
1949 Faces and Places 5
1949 Down Our V/ay 4
1949 Just For Fun 7
1949 Down Singing Road 6
1949 Over A City Bridge 11
1949 Friends and Neighbors 8
1949 More Friends and Neighbors 9
The number of different man-made feature concepts in the
fifteen books studied is given in Table X* One book mentioned
eleven different concepts, while two had nine. All the books
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brook xxxxx xx 7
caves XX 2
falls X XX 3
foam X 1
forest X 1
ground xxxxxxx xxx xx 12
hill xxx XX xxxxxx 11
hillside x x x 3
island x x x 3
lake X 1
land XX xxx 5
leaves xxx x 4
log XX 2
mainland x 1
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PHTSICAL FEATURE CONCEPTS MENTIONED IN THE SECOND GRADE BASAL '
READERS
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No. of
Books
ocean X X X 3
plains X X 2
plant X X 2
pond X X X X X 5
pool X X X X 4
prairies X 1
puddle X X X X X 5
ri'ver X X X X X X X X X X 10
rocks X X X X X X 6
sand X X X X X X X X X X 10
sea X X X 3
seashore X X 2
seaside X 1
seaweed X 1
shore X X X X 4
spring X X X X X X X 7
stone X X X X X 5
stream X X 2
tree X X X X X X X X X 9
valley X 1
water X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
iI
TABLE XI (concluded)




waves X z z X X 5
The names of forty-two physical feature concepts which ap-
pear in the fifteen books studied are listed in Table XI.
Water is mentioned in fourteen books, while ground is found in
twelve, hill in eleven, and river and sand in ten of the books.
The least mentioned concepts are beach , branch , foam , forest .
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1940 Laidlaw Basic Readers 14
1942 Lost and Found 18
1945 We Grow Up 19
1947 Along The Way 11
1947 The Story Road 13
1948 We Are Neighbors 14
194.8 Around The Corner 15
1948 Friendly Village 14
1949 Faces and Places 11
1949 Down Our Way 7
1949 Just For Fun 11
1949 Down Singing Road 8
1949 Over A City Bridge 8
1949 Friends and Neighbors 5
1949 More Friends and Neighbors 8
Table XII shows the number of different physical feature
concepts in each of the fifteen books studied. Nineteen dif-
ferent concepts appeared in one of the books, eighteen in an-
other, fifteen in one, and fourteen in three different books.
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MISCELLANEOUS GEOGRAPHICAL PLACES MENTIONED IN FIFTEEN SECOND
GRADE BASAL READERS






In Table XIII we find that five miscellaneous places have
been mentioned in the basal readers but each of them was men-
j
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TABLE XIV
WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No. of
Books
afternoon z z z z 4
air z z z z z z z z z z 10
America z 1
autumn z z 2
bank z z 2
banks z 1
barn z z z z z z z z 8
bay z z 2
beach z 1
blizzard z 1
bottom z z 2
branch z 1
breeze z z 2
bridge z z z z z z 6
brook z z z z z z z 7
caves z z 2
Christmas z 1
city z z z z z z z z z z z z 12
cloud z z z z z 5
cold z z z z z z z z z z z z z 13
corner z z z z z z z 7
cornfields z 1
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X X
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s X ese£)x<f
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Z X X x z . X X xooriJ
a X X edvfio
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WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No* of
Books
country X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13






early X X X X 4
earth X X 2
East X X 2
edge X X X 3
end X X 2
ev ening X X X X 4
Fall X X 2
falls X X X 3
farm X X X X X X X X X X 10
field X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
foam X 1
fog X X 2
forest X 1
France X 1
frost X X 2
«vu
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WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No. of
Books
garden X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
gate X X X X X 5
globe X 1
Greenland X 1
ground X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
hairbor X 1
highway X 1
hill X X X X X X X X X X X 11
hillside X X X 3
hot X X 2
ice X X X X X X X X X 9
Iceland X 1
India X 1
island X X X 3
jungle X X 2
lake X 1
leind X X X X X 5
leaves X X X X 4
log X X 2
lot X 1
mainland X 1
map X X 2
r
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WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY




meadow X X 2
middle X X 2
miles X X X X X 5
moon X X X X X X 6
moonlight X X X 3
morning X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
mountain X X X X X X X X 8
mountain-
top X 1
mud X X X 3
night X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15
noon X X X 3
North X X X 3
oceein X X X 3
once X X X 3
park X X X X X X X X X 9
part X X 2
pasture X X 2
patch X X 2
path X X 2
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WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N 0
No. of
Books
plant X X 2
pond X X X X X 5
pool X X X X 4
prairies X 1
puddle X X X X X 5
railroad X X X X X X 6
rain X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
raindrops X 1
range X X 2
river X X X X X X X X X X 10
road X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
rocks X X X X X X 6
sand X X X X X X X X X X 10
Saturday X 1
sea X X X 3
seashore X X 2
seaside X 1
seaweed X 1
shore X X X X 4
showers X 1
side X X X X X X X X X X X 11
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TABLE XrV ( continued
)
WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
A B c D E F G H I K L M N 0
No, of
Books
sky X X X X X X X 7
snow X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
snowdrop X 1
soon X X 2
South X X X X 4
spring X X X X X X X 7
Spring X x' X 3
stone X X X X X 5
storm X X X 3
stream X X 2
street X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
subway X 1
summer X X X X X X X X X 9
summertime X 1
sun X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
sundown X X 2
sunlight X X X X 4
sunshine X 1
today X X X 3
tomorrow X X X X X X X X X X 10
tonight X X X X 4
top X X X X X X X X X X 10
«I
TABLE XIV (continued)
WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
A B C D E F G H I K L M N 0
No. of
Books
town X X X X X X X X X X X 11
track X X X X 4
trail X 1




village X X X X 4
walk X X X X X X 6
warm X X X 3
water X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14
waterfall X 1
waves X X X X X 5
weather X X X 3
week X X X X X X 6
West X X X X 4
wet X X X 3
wind X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
winter X X X X X X X X X X X X 12
woods X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13
world X X X 3
year X X X X X 5
X X X X
liSfsii
m




































WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY
No* of <ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO Books
yesterday x 1
Table XIV shows the words of geographical significance ar-
ranged alphabetically* The words field s ground , morning , night ,
and woods appear in each of the fifteen books. Next most
numerous are wind
.
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THE FIFTEEN SECOND GRADE BASAL READERS ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THli
NDlffiER OF WORDS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN EACH
Publisher Title Words
Macmillan We Grow Up 62
Row-Peterson Friendly Village 62
Americein Book Over A City Bridge 62
Ginn Around The Corner 51
Winston The Story Road 48
Heath Lost And Found 47
Laidlaw Laidlaw Basic Reader 46
Scot t-Foresman More Friends and Neighbors 45
Ginn We Are Neighbors 42
1
American Book Down Singing Road 38
Allyn and Bacon Faces And Places 37
Lyons and Carnahan Just For Pun 36
Scott-Fore sman Friends And Neighbors 36
Winston Along The Way 35




Table XV shows the words of geographical significance
found in each of the fifteen books studied* In this table to
books are arranged according to the number of words in each
form the highest to the lowest* There is a range of from
i ^ X. ^
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62 words in three books to 22. words in Down Our Way by Guy L .
Bond
.
A total number of 677 words were found in the fifteen
books with an average of about ^ words to the book.
t:
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Fifteen of the most currently used second grade basal
readers were analyzed to determine geographical content. The
books were published between 1940 and 1949
•
The books showed a range of from 30 to 62 different geo-
graphical concepts. The writer divided the geographical con-
cepts into six different categories in the process of analysis.
These six categories are place concepts, climate concepts, time
concepts, size and direction concepts, man-made feature con-
cepts, and physical feature concepts.
All fifteen books mentioned the words field and woods .
The word country appeared in fourteen of the books, and town
and city appeared in twelve of them.








There were thirty different climate concepts appearing in
the fifteen books. Snow and sun were listed in fourteen out of
V Hii'ISUhO
ctioiaajo'rloo
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the fifteen books. The words wind and rain came next, being
mentioned twelve and eleven times.










Nineteen time concepts appeared in the books with night
and morning being mentioned in all fifteen of the books. There
were eleven time concepts in one of the books and eight in two
of them. All the books had at least three different time con-
cepts.









The number of size and direction concepts found in the
fifteen books was quite small. The word miles is mentioned in
five of the books, and South and VJest in four out of the fif-
Bo s ton Uii i V •« ‘i ^ 7
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teen books. These concepts were not found frequently in any
of the fifteen books studied.
Eighteen different man-made concepts appeared in the books
that were analyzed. Garden , road , and street are mentioned in
in twelve of the fifteen books. Farm is mentioned in ten of
them,







The physical feature concepts mentioned are by far the
most numerous of all the concepts. Forty-two different con-
cepts appear in the books studied. Water is mentioned in four-
teen of the books, ground is found in twelve, hill in eleven,
and river and sand in ten.
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The miscellaneous geographical places mentioned in the






and Iceland are the only countries mentioned,
and they were mentioned only once and all mentions were in only
one of the fifteen books.
In comparing this study of examining second grade basal
readers with that of La Fleur, who examined ten current third
grade basal readers, the present writer did not find too much
in common with the conclusions of La Fleur.
La Fleur had continents, countries, cities, towns, rivers,
sections, regions, states, mountains, bodies of water, and
islands as her categories, and found a great deal of material
to place under these headings.
This writer found five countries mentioned once in one
book and no mention of any other of La Fleur’s concepts. In
the third grade the child is quite evidently introduced to more
geographical concepts that refer to a certain or specific town,
city, country, etc., not just to general and abstract places.
It would be interesting, as La Fleur comments, to examine
basal readers used in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades to
find out the amount of geographical content the books contain
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